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INTEGRAL FORMULAS FOR CLOSED HYPERSURFACES

BY KENTARO YANO AND MARIKO TANI

§ 0. Introduction.

Liebmann [7] and Suss [9] proved that only ovaloid with constant mean cur-
vature of a Euclidean space is a sphere. To prove this, we need an integral
formula of Minkowski. So that to generalize the theorem above to the case of
closed hypersurfaces of a Riemannian manifold, we must first of all obtain an
integral formula for closed hypersurfaces of a Riemannian manifold. In the case
of hypersurfaces of a Euclidean space, the so-called position vector plays an
important role. So, to obtain the integral formulas for closed hypersurfaces in a
Riemannian manifold, we assume the existence of a certain vector field, for ex-
ample, a conformal Killing vector field or a concurrent vector field in a Rieman-
nian manifold.

The study in this direction has been done by Hsiung [2], [3], [4], Katsurada
[5], [6], Shahin [8], Tani [10] and Yano [11], [12].

Let V be a closed and orientable hypersurface of an (^+l)-dimensional Eu-
clidean space E and denote by g, h and Mi the first fundamental tensor, the
second fundamental tensor and the /-th mean curvature of the hypersurface
respectively. Let X(xh) be the position vector from a fixed point O in E to a
point P on the hypersurface V, where χh are parameters on the hypersurface and
N the unit normal to the hypersurface, and put a=X-N, Xί=dX/dxl and zi=X Xl.

Shahin [8] recently proved the integral formulas

( a
JF

m

m
F

for an arbitrary m for which am~l and am have meaning, dV being the volume
element of V.

These formulas generalize those of Chern [1], Hsiung [2], [3], [4] and Shahin
[8].

The main purpose of the present paper is to obtain a series of integral
formulas the first and the last of which are those given by Shahin and to gene-
ralize this to the case of hypersurfaces of a Riemannian manifold.
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§ 1. Preliminaries.

We consider an orientable differentiable hypersurface V covered by a system
of coordinate neighborhoods {U\ xh] and imbedded differentially in an (n-\-Y)-
dimensional Euclidean space referred to a rectangular coordinate system, where
and in the sequel the indices hyiyjt take the values 1,2, •••,». If we denote by
X the position vector from a fixed point O to a point P of the hypersurface, then
the hypersurface V is represented by

(1. 1) X=X(xh).

If we put

(1. 2) X>=dtX, di=d/dx\

then X% are n linearly independent vectors tangent to the hypersurface F. We
suppose that the coordinates xh are chosen in such a way that the vectors
Xι,X2, ,Xn give the positive orientation of F. Then

(1.3) gjt=Xj X*

give the components of the metric tensor of F with respect to the system of
coordinate neighborhoods {U;xh}, where the dot denotes the inner product of
vectors in E. We choose the unit normal vector N in such a way that the
vectors N,Xι,X2, ~,Xn give the positive orientation of E. Then we have

(1.4) Xi N=Q, N-N=l.

We denote by V% the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to
the metric tensor g^ Then the equations of Gauss of the hypersurface F are
written as

(1. 5) F^=hjίN,

where ha are the components of the second fundamental tensor and those of
Weingarten as

(1.6) V^-hfX*,

where

gli being the contravariant components of the metric tensor.
Using the Ricci identities

and

we obtain the equations of Gauss

(1. 7) Kkji

h=hjchhji~hjhhkl
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and those of Codazzi

(1. 8) P*A/i-F/Aw=0,

where Kkji
h are the components of the curvature tensor of V.

The principal curvatures of the hypersurface V are roots of the equation

(1.9) |AίΛ-*5J| = 0.

We denote them by kι,kz, '-,kn and put

5o = l, Sι= Σ kilki2'"kil,
iί< "<il

(1. 10)
po=n, Pt= Σ (kt)1

(/=1,2,-,Λ).

From (1. 9) and (1. 10), we have

(1. 11) pι= VV2 - V-'V

It is well known that Si, ~',sn and pi, --^pn are related by Newton's formulas

(1. 12)

Representing 5Z in terms of pι,p2, - ,pι, we obtain

Sι=Pι,

(1. 13)

We introduce here the notations
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(1.14)

(1. 15)

and

(1.16)

where (?) are binomial coefficients. The MI is the /-th mean curvature of V.
From (1.15) we see that

(1. 17) Z(toh = hihza-ult (/=!, 2, •••, ri).

Since gr# is positive definite and A# is symmetric in j and z, we can assume
that, at a fixed point of V, we have

/ I o ... 0 \

0 1 - 0

\Q 0 -

A! 0 ... 0 \

0 Ai 0

U 0 ..- An/

and consequently

Ai 0 .. 0 \

0 A!- 0

and

Now, Ai, A2,

0 0

A i ^ O - 0

0 A2

Z- 0
(Aα)»

Λ)=

0 -. A»V

satisfy the equation

and consequently, we have

or

(1. 18) Acnjjί-SiAcn-Dyί+SaAcn-jϊ)^ ----- h(-l)n"15n-ιAyί+(-l)n5ngyi=0.

In the sequel, we need the expression for ViZqf. We have
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by virtue of equations (1. 8) of Codazzi and consequently

(1. 19) + -^-(F,A-ι)*α>*+ y

§2. Integral formulas for hypersurfaces of a Euclidean space.

We consider a compact and orientable hypersurface Fof an (^+l)-dimensional
Euclidean space E and put

(2. 1) a=X N, Zi=X.Xι.

We then have

(2.2)

(2. 3)

by virtue of equations of Gauss and Weingarten, where z't=Zjgji and consequently
we have, from (1. 19),

(2.4)

+ -pj~ (FtA-ι)zα)*+ y

For /=0,1,2, (2.4) gives

(2. 5)

(2. 6)

(2. 7)

respectively.
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Now, we have

by virtue of (2. 2) and (2. 5), from which, integrating over F,

(2.8) m( a^
JF

or substituting ρ1=s1=nMιf

(2.9) m(
JF JF

where JF is the volume element of F, which is a formula proved by Shahin [8].
We also have

(2.10)

and

(2.11)

by virtue of (2. 2), (2. 5) and (2. 6). Integrating -(2.10)+(2.11) over F, we find

(2.12) mf am-1(hWji-pιhji)z'z%dV+{ ^{(n-lfa+a^-p^dV^Q,
JF JF

or

(2.13) m{ am-l(hwji-t
JF

by virtue of (1.13), or again

(2.14) m

by virtue of (1.16).
We also have

(2.15)

that is,

(2.16)
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and

(2.17)

by virtue of (1.17), (2. 5), (2. 6) and (2. 7).
Integrating -(2.15)+(2.16)-(2.17) over V, we find

(2.18)

or

(2. 19)

by virtue of (1.13), or again

(2. 20)

by virtue of (1. 16).
To obtain integral formula for the most general case, we compute

(2.21)

(2. 22)
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(2. 23)

3!

(2.24) +4-

^ Σ
t1+2t2 + '"

Q<ίtτ

(2. 25)

Σ /(Γι!) W

Integrating -(2. 21) +(2. 22) -(2. 23) +(2. 24)- +(-l)z(2. 25), we find

(2. 26)

-(«-
JF

or, by (1.12),
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m\ am-l{
Jv

(2.27)

v

or again, by (1. 16),

m\ a
Jv

(2.28)

In particular, for l=n— 1, we have

m\ (xm~1{hWji—Sihan-i
JV

or

(2. 29)
Jv Jv

by virtue of (1.18), which is a formula obtained by Shahin [8].

§ 3. Integral formulas for hypersurfaces of a Riemannian manifold.

We consider a compact and orientable hypersurface F covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods {£/; xh] of an (^+l)-dimensional orientable Riemannian
manifold M with the metric tensor G and assume that the hypersurface F admits
a concurrent vector field Z.

We denote by Xτ the n vectors di=d/dx'1 tangent to the hypersurface F and
assume that the vectors Xι,X2,~ ,Xn give the positive orientation of F. We
choose the unit normal vector N of F in such a way that the n+l vectors
N,Xι, ~,Xn give the positive orientation of the Riemannian manifold M. Then
the components of the metric tensor of F are given by

/Q -j \ f~Λ(~V' ~y \

We also have

(3.2) G(Xι, Λ0=0, G(N, N)=l

along the hypersurface F
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Then the equations of Gauss and Weingarten can be written as

(3. 3)

and

(3.4)

where V 3 denotes the operator of the so-called van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant
differentiation along the hyper surf ace.

We now assume that there exists a concurrent vector field along the hyper-
surface F, that is, a vector field Z such that

(3. 5) ?jZ=Xj

along the hypersurface F. If we put

(3. 6) Z=sfiXt+aN,

we have, from (3. 3), (3. 4) and (3. 5),

(3.7)

and

(3. 8)

where hjh=
From the Ricci identity

where K is the curvature tensor of M and Rkjίh that of F, we have equations of
Gauss

(3. 9) K(Xk, X,, X^, Xύ^Rw-fadifi

and those of Codazzi

(3. 10) K(X* X,, X^, Nϊ^VΛa-Vj

For the sake of simplicity, we put in the sequel

(3.11) Kw=K(Xt,Xj9X>,N)

and

(3. 12) Kk=gflK(X*, XJf X^, N\

From (3. 10) and (3. 11), we have

(3. 13) ΛΓ**=F*A*-FyA*

or

(3. 14) /&/=F*Λ/-FyA*»

or

(3. 15) Vdif^Vjhf-Ktf.
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Also, from (3. 10) and (3. 12), we have

(3. 16) /E^FΛ -FiA**

or

(3. 17) F,A**=F*Ai*-/Sfc.

From (3. 8), (3. 15) and (3. 16), we have

(3. 18)

(3. 19)

(3. 20)

In general, we have

=

= (Ftl v-xy V1- Aii-i*-2 V'-1**1

ίiy V1' Aίz-i*1-2^***1-1-

i*hi* Vi*'"2 V1"1^1 +

by virtue of (3. 8), (3. 15) and (3. 17) and consequently

(3. 21)

Thus we have

Vi (amzi) = — mam~ lhjiZ3zί+am(n+ap^

from which, integrating over F,
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(3.22) m\ am-1hβZJz1'dV-\ am(n+ap1)dV=0JJF JF

or

(3.23) m( am-lh
JF

We also have

(3.24) Γi(αTO;

and

(3. 25) Fi«

by virtue of (3.17) and (3.18). Integrating -(3. 24)+(3. 25) over F, we find

m\ cLm~^(h(y) H —pi hji)z^zτd F
JF

(3. 26)

JF

or

(3. 27)

We also have

I
(3. 28)

(3. 29)

(3. 30)

by virtue of (3. 7), (3. 18), (3. 19) and (3. 20).
Integrating -(3. 28)+ (3. 29)- (3. 30) over F, we find
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(3. 31) - - «™{(n-2XpS--pύ+a(p1*-3p1pt+2pύ}dV
F

or

m \ am~l {/ί(3) ji—SiA(2) ji+Szhji} zjzzd V
JF

(3. 32)

More generally, we have

(3.33) +

l - Ki)Z «-!>*

(3. 34)

= -

(3. 35)
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J
3̂!

J^
3!

(3.36) +(Pi*-Zpipz+2p*}\(Pipi-K^za-^+

+ •

B J],

u
* t

(3. 37) =

Integrating -(3. 33) +(3. 34) -(3. 35) +(3. 36)- - over F, we find

v

(3.38)
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